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A Good Environment for Learning—Many of the prime factors which go to make up a desirable environment in which children learn successfully will be presented by the March authors. Margaret Hampel and some Oklahoma City teachers tap the community in providing enlarged learning experiences; Fred V. Hein stresses the health aspect in school living; and Roger Albright the skillful use of tools for today. Ways in which crowded schools can make better use of their present limited facilities are outlined by Anne Hoppock. Laura Zirbes gives a comprehensive view of many of the contributing factors in an environment conducive to learning. Attention is given to the importance of stressing human values in an article by Elizabeth Gailfoile; and Ruth Cunningham and a group of Denver associates share with us results of their research in investigating climates in which good group living can flourish. Other contributors are W. Carson Ryan, Hazel F. Gabbard, and William Vitarelli.
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